
KRVB, KTHI and KJOT Compassion Awards Official Rules 

No purchase or obligation necessary to enter or win. 

PROMOTION DATES 

These rules (the “Official Rules”) govern the Compassion Awards (“Promotion”), which will 

begin on April 8, 2019 and end on May 12, 2019. 

 

CONTEST DESCRIPTION: 

Requirements: Must be 18 years of age or older and have a valid Idaho Driver’s License or 

Government Issued Identification Card. 

 

Grand Prize: One (1) grand prize winner will win $500 cash as a gesture of appreciation 

and a produced segment for air (and as a keepsake) proudly recognizing their achievement. 

The award is sponsored by Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, Ennis Fine Furniture 

and Butler Heating and Cooling. 

 

HOW TO ENTER/WIN: 

 

Listeners of KRVB, KTHI and KJOT can submit nominee stories on the station websites. 

www.riverboise.com, www.khitsboise.com and www.j105.com.   

 

 

ELIGIBILITY RESTRICTIONS: 

 

1. The KRVB, KTHI AND KJOT’s Compassion Award is open to listeners of KRVB, 

KTHI AND KJOT who are 18 years of age and older and are legal residents of the 48 

contiguous United States residing with the, Boise metropolitan area. 

 

2. Employees of KRVB, KTHI AND KJOT, and KQXR, Boise Lotus Corp, and its 

subsidiaries, affiliates, general  sponsors, advertisers, competitors, promotional partners, 

other radio stations in the Boise metropolitan area, and members of the immediate 

families or those living in the same households (whether related or not) of any of the 

above are NOT eligible to participate or win in this KRVB, KTHI AND KJOT’s 

Compassion Award. For purposes of this contest, immediate family members mean 

spouses, parents, grandparents, children, and siblings and their respective spouses are 

not eligible. 

 

3. Nominees can be any level of professional nursing, nurses aides, or working in medical 

facility or home health care. 

 

http://www.riverboise.com/
http://www.riverboise.com/
http://www.khitsboise.com/
http://www.khitsboise.com/
http://www.j105.com/
http://www.j105.com/


 

PRIZES: 

 

1. Three (3) $500 awards will be given to the three chosen nominees.  

 

2. Nominees will be judged by a panel consisting of radio station personnel. The 

judges will read each of the letters and choose the three with the strongest case in each 

of the following four categories. 

 

• Emotional content of the submission 

• Professionalism 

• Work which might be considered the normal scope of the job 

• Impact on the patient and/or their family 

 

3. Criteria will be weighed  

 

4. Prizes will be awarded only upon winner verification and final approval by KRVB, 

KTHI and KJOT. 

 

5. All KRVB, KTHI and KJOT’s Compassion Award winners must sign and date 

official station release and waiver forms as requested. Failure to do so will result in 

winner forfeiting the prize. 

 

6. In the event any winner is found to be in violation of these Official Rules or is 

otherwise determined by  KRVB, KTHI and KJOT, in its  sole discretion to be ineligible, 

he/she may be required to forfeit the prize or to reimburse KRVB, KTHI and KJOT and 

for the stated value of the prize if such a violation is found after the prize has been used 

by winner. 

 

 

 

GENERAL CONDITIONS: 

 

 

1. Any person winning over $600.00 in prizes will receive an IRS form 1099 at the 

end of the calendar year for tax purposes and a copy of such form will be filed with the 

IRS as required by law. 

 

2. No purchase necessary. Contest is void where prohibited. Contest is subject to all 

applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations 

 

3. Odds of winning depend upon the number of eligible contestants participating during 

the Contest Period. 

 

4. By participating in the KRVB, KTHI and KJOT’s Compassion Award, the winner 



or winners agree to have their name, voice, or likeness used in any advertising or 

broadcasting material relating to this contest, in any media now known or hereafter 

devised for advertising or promotional purposes without additional compensation and 

must sign a publicity release prior to acceptance of the prize. By entering this contest, 

each participant agrees to comply with the Official Rules and the decisions of the contest 

sponsor which shall be final and binding in all aspects relating to the contest. 

 

 

5. Winners must provide valid identification (i.e. via driver’s license, passport or other 

government-issued photo I.D.) to claim their prize. Winner and guest must be 18 years 

of age or older. 

 

6. KRVB, KTHI and KJOT retains the right to disqualify any contestant if all of the 

KRVB, KTHI and KJOT’s Compassion Award rules are not followed. Contest void if 

prohibited by law. 

 

7. So long as no participant is materially adversely affected, KRVB, KTHI and KJOT 

reserves the right to make changes in the contest rules, which will become effective 

upon being announced on the air and / or posted online. 

 

KRVB, KTHI and KJOT and Boise Lotus Corp., participating sponsors and their 

respective parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates or their representatives, agents and 

employees are not responsible for the inability of any contestant to complete or continue 

a telephone call, facsimile transmission or internet registration due to equipment 

malfunction, busy lines, inadvertent disconnections, unavailable network, server, 

Internet Service Provider (ISP) or other connections, communication failures or human 

error that may occur in the transmission, receipt or processing of entries. In addition, 

KRVB, KTHI and KJOT and Boise Lotus Corp, participating sponsors and their 

respective parent companies, subsidiaries, affiliates or their representatives, agents and 

employees are not responsible for lost, misdirected, mutilated, illegible or incomplete 

contest entries. Once submitted, entries become the property of KRVB, KTHI and KJOT 

and will not be returned. 

 

8. KRVB, KTHI and KJOT and Boise Lotus Corp. its subsidiaries, its affiliates, 

participating sponsors and any other promotional parties will not assume any 

responsibility for any changes in the execution of the contest, including; cancellation of 

the contest as a result of the occurrence of events not within the control of the KRVB, 

KTHI and KJOT and Boise Lotus Corp, its subsidiaries, affiliates, participating 

sponsors, promotional partners and other radio stations, such as acts of nature, strikes, 

terrorists acts or criminal acts of third parties. In the event, such an act should occur, 

KRVB, KTHI and KJOT may in its sole discretion, offer the winner comparable prize(s) 

currently being offered by KRVB, KTHI and KJOT in lieu of the Prize originally 

awarded. 

 



9. If for any reason, the contest is not capable of running as planned, including without 

limitation, any suspected evidence of tampering or technological corruption or if any 

portion of the contest is compromised by virus, bugs, worms or unauthorized human 

intervention, fraud, an insufficient number of qualified Contest entries, or any other 

causes beyond the KRVB, KTHI and KJOT and Boise Lotus Corp’s control which, in 

the KRVB, KTHI and KJOT and Boise Lotus Corp. sole opinion, corrupts, threatens or 

impairs the administration, security, fairness, integrity, or proper conduct of the Contest, 

KRVB, KTHI and KJOT and Boise Lotus Corp. reserve the right to cancel, terminate, 

modify or suspend the contest at their sole discretion. 

 

10. Any attempt by an entrant to deliberately undermine the legitimate operation of the 

contest may be in violation of criminal and civil laws and should such an attempt be 

made, Boise Lotus Corp reserves the right to seek remedies and damages (including 

attorney’s fees) from any such entrant to the fullest extent of the law, including criminal 

prosecution. 

 

11. Copies of contest rules are available upon request during regular business hours, 

Monday – Friday 8:30a.m. to 5:00 p.m., in the offices of KRVB, KTHI and KJOT, 

located at 5257 W. Fairview Ave., Suite 240, Boise Idaho 83706. Copies of contest rules 

will also be made available on www.riverboise.com, www.khitsboise.com, 

www.j105.com 

 

 

 

 

http://www.riverboise.com/
http://www.riverboise.com/
http://www.khitsboise.com/
http://www.khitsboise.com/
http://www.j105.com/
http://www.j105.com/

